
Technology Solutions
for the Medical Device Industry

Enter PointClear Solutions. We are a digital 

consulting company that specializes in 

healthcare. We have been helping providers, 

payers, medical device manufacturers, and 

healthcare IT companies worldwide thrive in a 

mobile-dominated, app-focused, technology-

driven world for more than a decade. Our 

digital strategy, design, development, and 

management solutions can help you get your 

business where it needs to be.

POINTCLEAR SOLUTIONS

AT-A-GLANCE

PointClear Solutions is a leading digital health 

consultancy, with offices in New York, Nashville, 

Atlanta, and Birmingham. 

Founded in 2006, we provide digital strategy, design, 

development, and management services for clients 

worldwide. 

Our team has successfully completed more than 500 

projects of various sizes and complexities.

Our approach, which spans idea to implementation, 

helps our healthcare clients improve clinical 

outcomes, encourage patient engagement and 

population health, expand market share, and drive 

revenue. 

470-223-4370

info@pointclearsolutions.com 

The medical device industry can be a challenging environment in which to 

thrive. From stringent and evolving clinical and regulatory demands to 

increasingly complex devices and growing competition, to succeed, you 

need a technology partner who’s positioned to help you:

Drive innovation

Get to market faster

Grow and sustain market share

Drive revenue



Our Strategy Solutions help keep you ahead of the 

competition by powering new digital health innovations 

and accelerating existing ones. 

We work with your team to align your product roadmap; 

make critical build vs. buy decisions; implement proven 

digital design principles and processes; create 

competitive advantages; and identify the right solution for 

your needs. We partner to understand your end users. To 

understand your needs, we ask the right questions.

STRATEGY SOLUTIONS

Our Development Solutions assure your build is done 

right the first time, and with a faster time-to-market and 

lower total cost of ownership than competing 

technologies. 

PointClear’s vast experience and expertise in digital 

health information technology means we leverage world-

class architectures and proven development 

methodologies to create innovative, reliable solutions that 

address your unique challenges.

DEVELOPMENT SOLUTIONS

Android, iOS and web app development

Cloud BaaS

Front end development

Integration and deployment

OUR DEVELOPMENT SOLUTIONS INCLUDE:

There’s no such thing as “one and done.” A well-built 

digital health application is only as good as its delivery 

infrastructure and the responsiveness of its support 

functionality. 

PointClear’s Management Solutions provide both 

integration support and comprehensive application 

management over the long term – eliminating the need 

for performance and maintenance worries. Benefits 

include “always on” access to our experts; cost savings; 

accelerated performance; and end-user insights.

Our Design Solutions create great user experiences – 

ensuring your digital health products are not only 

embraced, but also stand out against the competition. Our 

unique combination of world-class UI/UX design expertise 

and healthcare industry knowledge help you grow, 

compete, engage, and – in a word – succeed.

DESIGN SOLUTIONS

User research

User story elicitation and mapping

Clinical workflow analysis and design

User experience (UX) assessments

Mobile and web interaction

Visual design

Usability testing

Training and workshops

OUR DESIGN SOLUTIONS INCLUDE:

MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Production support

Release management

Development support

Customer implementations and onboarding

OUR MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS INCLUDE:

Product strategy and road mapping

Mobile and web application strategy

Healthcare privacy and security guidance

FDA regulatory and standards advice

Technology strategy

OUR STRATEGY SOLUTIONS INCLUDE:

To learn more, visit www.pointclearsolutions.com.


